
Writing Scoring Guide
Author_________________Title___________________________________ Date Evaluated____________

Fea ture o f 
Wr iting

5—S TR ONG
Many strengths

3—D EVE LO PING
Half strengths, 

half areas to work on

1—NO T YE T
Mostly areas to work on

Ideas

Details and 
information

5   4   3   2   1   

The  wri ting is…
 clear, focused and 

interesting
 explained with plenty of 

details and examples
 just the right length to 

tell the ideas

The  wri ting is…
 sometimes clear, focused 

and interesting
 partly explained with some 

details and examples
 a little too short in some 

spots
 missing some details

The writing  is…
 mostly not clear, focused 

or interesting
 not really explained and 

doesn’t have many details 
or examples

 too short to fully tell about 
the topic

Org anizat ion

Beginning,  
middle and end.  

Everything in 
the right spot  

5   4   3   2   1   

The  wri ting has…
 a clear and interesting 

beginning, middle and 
end

 details in the right spots
 smooth transitions and 

the correct speed

The  wri ting has…
 an okay beginning, middle 

and end
 details sometimes out of 

place
 good transitions and okay 

speed, but sometimes too 
fast or too slow

The writing  has…
 no real beginning or end
 details out of place; they 

don’t really connect
 the wrong speed: too fast 

or too slow
 a hard time telling the 

reader what the point is 

Sty le  and  
Voi ce

Interesting,  
spicy words and 

sentences.

5   4   3   2   1   

The  wri ter…
 speaks with a personal 

style that is interesting
 uses words in a precise, 

interesting, natural and 
exciting way

 builds interesting 
sentences that aren’t all 
the same and flow 
together

The  wri ter…
 seems to try hard, but the 

writing is not as interesting 
as it could be 

 uses okay words, but they 
could be more exciting

 builds sentences that get 
the job done, but are 
“same-old” and not as 
interesting

The writer … 
 is like a robot; seems not to 

care about the topic or 
didn’t try very hard

 uses mostly boring words, 
or not the right ones to tell 
the specific meaning

 builds choppy, short, “look-
alike” sentences

Con ven tions  

spelling,  
punctuation,  
capitalization,  
grammar, word 
use, paragraphs

5   4   3   2   1   

The  wri ter has…
 a good grasp of 

conventions that make 
the writing very 
readable 

 made only a few errors

The  wri ter has…
 okay control over writing 

conventions
 made a few errors here 

and there that sometimes 
make the writing 
distracting

The writer  has…
 made many mistakes in 

conventions that distract 
the reader a lot and make 
the text difficult to read

 made enough mistakes that 
the reader has to read the 
piece several times to 
understand what it means

  A bri gh t s pot…   Try this next time...
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